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ABSTRACT _

BAQUERIZO, A.; LOSADA, M.A., and SMITH, J.M., 1998. Wave reflection from beaches: a predictive model. Journal
of Coastal Research, 14(11,291-298. Royal Palm Beach (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

A model to predict reflection of random waves on a beach, including dissipation due to breaking, is presented. The'
evolution of the local reflection coefficient and the incident and total wave height is computed. Two initial conditions
are needed; the incident H,m" and the reflection coefficient, R, far offshore. The expected value of tho wave breaking
dissipation is estimated following BATT,ms and JANSSEN, 119781. The expected value of the reflected energy flux per
unit area of beach profile is obtained hypothesizing that (11 wave reflection may be considered a linear process
dependent only on the local profile geometry and wave period and (2) only the non-breaking waves contribute to t h«
reflected flux of energy (BAqUEHlzo, 19951. These results are compared with wave parameters measured during the
SUPERTANK Project and with the reflection coefficient estimated by three different methods. Measured and com
puted data agree well for barred and non-barred beach profiles. It is shown that the local reflection coefficient evolves
along the beach profile. An overall beach reflection coefficient should be defined only offshore of the depth where
waves start to break and where the contribution to the wave reflection process is negligible.

ADDIT10NAL INDEX WORDS: WapI' propogation; Wal'e reflection, beach. morphodynamics. iNIL'e transiornuuion model.

INTRODUCTION

In the surf zone, wave energy is dissipated and trans
formed into turbulent energy by wave breaking. BM1UEHIZO
(1995) and BAQllERtZO et al . (19961 showed that under cer
tain conditions wave reflection along the beach profile may
not bp negligible. They found that the reflection coefficient
evolves across the beach profile, implying that reflection
takes place along the profile and not entirely at the shoreline.
In this paper, a model to predict the evolution of random
wave breaking and wave reflection on a beach is proposed,
The model is applied to SUPEHTANK experiment data and
results obtained by BAqll~;!{IZ() e! al, 1199()) are predicted.

Quantitative prediction of the random wave train varia
tions in the nearshore region requires specification of the
variation of mean wave energy flux, Seeking an approach
based on the energy balance equation, in this paper. models
for dissipation of wave energy by breaking and for reflection
of wave energy by the beach slope are required. Following
BATJ.JI·:s and JANSSEN (1978), hereinafter BJ, THORNTON
and GliZA (19831, and DALLY et al . (1985), wave decay by
breaking in the surf zone can be predicted by solving simul
taneously the wave energy and wave momentum balance
equations,

Al1 previous energy dissipation models deal only with an
incident. regular or irregular, wave train. If the reflected
wave train must be included, several approaches may be fol-
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lowed, The most proper way is to solve the elliptic problem
of wave propagation, specifying the wave reflection and tho
wave dissipation terms. This approach is a challenge. A s('c
ond approach is to apply a splitting method to reduce the
elliptic form to two coupled equations descrihing the forward
and back-scattered wave motion respectively. Again, wave re
flection and dissipation terms are needed. This type of ap
proach has been used by several authors: DAvncs and
HEATHERSHAW (1984), MEL (1985), and Krxnv (19851. Kueuv
and VENGAYIL (19881, fill' shallow-water motion, derived a set
of coupled evolution equations for incident and reflected
waves which apply in regions whe-re strong reflection may
significantly affect wave evolution. Furthermore. they devel
oped a linear damping model which distributes damping uni
formly over a11 frequencies,

In this paper, a far simpl ier approach is fo11owed. The in
cident and reflected wave trains are decoupled by applying
the hypothesis, like Michc's wave reflection hypothesis (MI
(,HE, 1951), that wave reflection is a linear process dependent
only on local beach geometry and wave period. Under these
assumptions, the variation of the flux of reflected wave en
ergy per unit flux of incident wave energy per unit area of
beach profile, denoted by Vllix I, can be evaluated. Moreover,
based on the definition of VII' an evolution equation for the
reflection coefficient. R, is obtained.

The present model is applied to predict the evolution along
the beach profile of the root-mean-square wave height, II",,,,
and of the local reflection coefficient. The energy equation
and the reflection coefficient equation are solved simulta-
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ncously by an explicit finite difference scheme. The SUPER
TANK delta are used to validate the model. Two cases are
considered: non-barred and barred beach profiles. For both
cases the prediction of H,,,,. compares well with measure
mcnt.s, Furthermore. the evolution of the local reflection co
efficient along the beach profile is confirmed.

This paper is organized as follows. The Fundamentals sec
tion provides the background of the present method. Next,
the predictive model for reflection and breaking is developed.
with subsections discussing the reflection model, the dissi
pation model. and the energy balance equation. Model results
are then compared with SUPERTANK laboratory data. Fi
nally, conclusions are given.

FUNDAMENTALS OF A PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR
WAVE REfLECTION AND WAVE BREAKING

At a distance x measured from the shoreline. the local re
flection coefficient, Rsx I, can be written as the quotient of the
local reflected and local incident fluxes of energy:

where D is the average value of the dissipated power per
unit area. 'f r{x! can be written as

Using (4) and (7!. (6) can be transformed into the following
differential equation,

d'J
-~ + Vu'J I + D = O.
dx

Eqs. (51 and (8) form a system of equations for Rix 1 and
H"",{x 1 which may be solved simultaneously by iteration. if
expressions for D .(x) and VRlxl are known. Two boundary
conditions for integration of the system are needed: 'flo, and
R" at an offshore location. where the subindex 0 denotes deep
water conditions. ThE' offshore location must be sufficiently
deep so that the contribution to the reflection process is neg
ligible, that is the local reflection coefficient is almost con
stant.

And for linear theory '1uIXI and 'fllx) are given by:

I .
'f r.r) - - o(H L('~II C (/ xl~ I ~ - HP'!'b ·nl.~ ~ 1./;..; p'.

(11

(21

131

REFLECTION MODEL FOR RANDOM WAVES

As noted above, no model based on the energy balance. for
predicting energy variation in random breaking and reflect
ing waves on a beach is available. Several authors (GORING,
1978; KIRBY and VENGAYIL. 1988) have postulated that re
flection may be considered a linear process dependent on the
geometry of the slope and the wave length. Then, wave height
enters only as a scale parameter. Consequently the following
hypothesis is formulated:

which represents the local variation of the flux of reflected
energy per unit area of beach profile per unit flux of incident
energy.

Substituting 111 into 141. the following differential equation
is obtained,

where C" 1/;,. x I is the group celerity associated to the peak
frequency of the wave spectrum, water density is p.,, and g is
gravitational acceleration. IH",,)u and iHw,,11 are the root
mean-square wave heights of the reflected and the incident
wave trains. respectively.

At each location on the beach profile, a function VR(x) can
be defined by.

(9)

The contribution to the flux of reflected u'ave energy per
unit area of beach profile per unit incident u-aue energy,
denoted by Vu!x), depends only on the local geometry. beach
slope tanf3 and depth change j,h, and on the local u-aoe
length.

Based on this hypothesis. the function VRIX I given in (4)
may be evaluated along the beach profile without knowing in
advance the flux of incident wave energy.

Considering the profile as a series of steps of length Lll
tFigure l a), linear theory (LOSADA, 1991; LAMB, 1932) can
be applied to obtain the amplitude of the wave reflected by
the change in depth. It is also possible to consider the profile
as a series of transitions tFigure l bt and to apply linear non
dispersive long-wave theory IGORING, 1978), see BAQLTERIZO
(1995) for details. Appendix A includes the derivation of V"
for a step using linear theory.

Because the approach is linear, these solutions can be used
to evaluate VII for an irregular incident wave train by linearly
superimposing a large number of wave components of differ
ent frequencies and amplitudes. Thus, the local variation of
reflected wave energy flux can be evaluated as the sum of the
contributions of each spectral component as follows.

where A, is the amplitude of the component i with frequency
f, = (i - 1) iJ./; C", is the group celerity for f,. and j,f is the
frequency band discretization. VR , j,f denotes the variation of

(41

(6)od'Jr(x)
--+D

dx

Given VRlxl and 'nx). (51 defines the evolution of Rix) along
the profile.

Given the incident wave energy flux in deep water and the
beach profile, z = r hsx ), where hsx: is the local water depth
relative to the still water level I SWLJ, the evolution of the
total flux of energy I incident and reflected I, 'J f(X I, along the
profile may be evaluated from the wave energy balance equa
tion,
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Figure 1 a. Scheme of the beach profilo as a series of steps of length
..\.x. b. Scheme of the beach profile as a series of transiuons of length ..\.x.

the reflected energy flux per unit incident flux of energy for
the frequency t;

To simplify the calculation, the reflected energy flux is ap
proximated by:

V,,'}I = f311[~ V",( fi]~P"gH",,,"C) f) (10)

where the coefficient 131/ is included to correct errors intro
duced by the approximation.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of VI/ along the beach profile
obtained with linear theory (discretization as a series of
steps I and eq. t10). Notice that for (hIL) > 0.15 the contri
bution to the reflection process per unit flux of incident wave
energy is negligible.

If waves are breaking or broken. it is assumed that they
can not contribute to the reflected wave motion. In the ap
plication to random waves, we are interested in the expected
value of the variation of the reflected flux of energy per unit
area. This can be estimated by applying (10) only to the non
breaking waves. Denoting the probability that a wave breaks
as Q", the probability of non-breaking waves is I - Qh' Thus,
the mean variation of the flux of reflected energy per unit
area is given by,

(11)

Notice that VII is a function of the unknown local H"", and,
as will be seen later, Q" is a function of H,m,/H,,,,,, rBJ), where

Figuro z. Evolution of V"IX) along the beach profile lor run I

H""" is the maximum wave height for a given water depth.
When all the waves are breaking or broken, Q" = ] and V,,'} I

= 0, and there is no more contribution to the flux of reflected
wave energy.

Dissipation Model For Random Waves

Several analytic and numerical models for the prediction
of dissipation of energy in random waves breaking on a beach
have been proposed. BJ, THORNTON and Gt TZA (19Kll and
DALLY 11990, 1992) are some of the most popular. For the
present analysis, the B,J model is adopted. The mean energy
dissipation per unit area of beach profile is given by,

r 121

where ris the mean frequency of the irregular wave' train
and (XI' is a constant of order one.

The breaking height may be evaluated following B,1. but
working with H"", I instead of H,m, I' The equation for the
maximum wave height, including two empirical coefficients,
IS:

= ~tanh ykJl .
hI' 0'"

BJ suggested "» = 0.88 and 'Y = O.R. Once H""" is determined
from (131 and H,."" T is known across the profi les, Q" can be
calculated from,

~ = -(!!-",-,,-)"
1 - Q" H",,, I

Eq. (14) is similar to B,l's equation for Q", developed under
the assumption that non-broken waves in the incident wave
train are Rayleigh distributed. In (14), this assumption is ap
plied to the total wave train (incident and reflected I. BA
qUERIZO et al, 11996) showed that the wave height distribu
tion of the total wave train may be approximated by a Ray
leigh distribution where the parameter of the distribution in
cludes the correlation between both wave trains.

Energy Balance Equation

Having established the dependence of the average dissi
pation rate, D, and of the average reflection rate, VI/'f l , on

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No. 1, ]f19K
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Figu re 3. Sket ch of th e simulta neous solution of the different ial equa t ions .

the characteristics of th e incident wave train (H,ms, I ' (p, and

1> and on the profile geome try, hix ), the en ergy bal ance equa 
t ion now becomes:

is negligible, (16) can be integrated to find Rix ). Figure 3
sk etches the simult aneous solution of the two differ ential
equations .

dJ"/x )
~ + VR (x )1"/ x ) + D i tx ) = 0

where D .(x ) is given by (12) and VR(X)1"I is given by (11).
Similarly, the differen tial equation for R tx ) now is:

Thi s equ ation closes the system of equations for H rms a nd
R. For given depth profile , hix ), and mean a nd peak period,
VR(x ) can be obtained for a freque ncy band ({m;n, ( max), see
(Al l); and give n incident wave height H ,ms and a choice of
up' 'Y , and ~R ' (15) can be solved to find H ' ms, ix ). Finally,
given R at a location where the contribution to the reflection

dR d1"1
2R dx 1"I(X) + R 2dx + VR1"I = O.

(15)

(16)

THE SUPERTANK EXPERIMENT

Variou s data set s from the SUPERTANK project con 
ducted in a 104 m long, 3.7 m wide a nd 4.6 m deep wave
tank , hav e been presen ted in pre vious papers (e.g ., KRAUS
a nd SMITH, 1994; SMITH, 199 4; BAQUERIZO et al. , 1996).
Only the essent ia l a spects of the present da t a analysi s a re
described in the following . Table 1 lists the six runs ana
lyzed herein. For simplicity, run number 1-6 is us ed in 
stea d of the len gthy SUPERTANK number. The run du
ration was 20-70 min. Th e peak period Tp = 3 or 5 sec ,
and the peak enha nce men t factor 'Yp = 20 a nd 100 , corre
sponding to the relatively narrow spec t ra and narrow spec
tra, re spectively. Sixteen resistances wav e gages were
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Ta ble 1. Wave characteristics of SUPERTANK runs.

Run SUPE RTANK Run Tv 'Iv
Nurn- Run Durat ion (s)

ber Number (min)
( I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1 A0509A 20 3 20
2 A0510A 40 3 20
3 A0512A 70 3 20
4 A0515A 70 3 20
5 A0517A 70 3 20
6 A2007B 40 3 100

0.4 

" rm s.1
0.2 -

0.0 -'-----'-------------~

0.6 -,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

0.4

H rllls,T
0.2

profiles, bed re t urn flow velocities were rela tively strong
shorewa rd of the bar crest and weak seaward of the bar
where the depth increas es (S MITH , 1994). Th e st rong curre nt
appears to occur offsho re of the incept ion of wave br eaking .
Param eter va lues " » = 0.5 and 'Y = 0.88 over the bar, were
found to represent the breaking process. Th is result is sup
ported by the experimental work of SAKAI et al. (1988 ), who
showed that the presence of a current flowing agains t wa ve
prop agation on a sloping bottom affects the depth of break
ing. All othe r param eters used in the calculations are the
sa me as for the non-barred beach pr ofile.

Th e evolution of H rms.T is well predicted , at least until the
region whe re most of the waves break. Th e agreement be
tween Rix ) computed by the three methods and predicted Rix )
is fairly good for all the cas es. R(x ) evolves mono tonicall y
along the bea ch profile , from a cons tant va lue offsh ore of the
br eak ing zone.

In Figure 8 the evolution of predicted and measured H rms.I

and H rms.T for run 6 are given . Moreover, the evolut ion of R(x )
obtained by the pred iction and the separa t ion methods in B A

QUERIZO et al. (1996) are shown. It is clearly see n tha t the
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used to mea sure the fr ee surface oscillations. Runs 1- 5
were intended to exa mine the profile evolution of a fine
sa nd beach under t he same in cident random waves. Fi gure
4 a shows the beach profiles a t the star t of runs 1, 3, a nd
5. Th e vertical coordinate z in Figure 4 is taken t o be pos
itive upward with z = a at SWL. The beach profiles were
surveyed before a nd a fte r ea ch run. Fi gure 4 indicates t he
development of a small bar through the five consecu t ive
runs. On t he other hand , Figure 4 b sho ws the beach profile
a t the start of run 6 correspondi ng to the narrower spec
trum a nd longer peak period, a s listed in Table 1. This
profil e exhibit s a long flat bar shoreward of gage 5, wh ile
the profile sea ward of gage 5 is essentially the same as that
for runs 1-5.

B AQUERIZO (1995) and B AQ UERIZO et al. (1996) used this
data set to calculate the evolution of the reflectio n coefficient
along the beach profile by three differen t methods. Th e evo
lution pattern of R along the beach obtained by the three
differ en t methods is the sa me .

Figure 4. Beach profiles of runs 1 to 5 (a ) and of ru n 6 (b).

RESULTS

In this sect ion the resu lt s obt ained wit h the theoretical
model are compa red with experimental data from the SU
PERTANK Project , measured H rms a nd computed reflection
coefficient, R ( B AQUE RIZO et al., 1996). Only results of r un s
1, 3, 5 and 6 are shown.

For the non -barred beach profile , run 1, the following pa 
rameters are used for compa rison: R ix ), H rms.I' and H rms.T (see
Figure 5). All th e computat ions were done with th e breaking
parameters ap = 0.88 and y = 0.8.

For the barred profiles , runs 3 and 5, the evolution of Rix)
H rms.I' and H rms.T are compa red in Figures 6 and 7. For th ese

0.0 -'--------------~

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

X

Figure 5. Evolution of R. Hrm,,1. and Hrm"r a long the beach profile (run
1) .
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Figu re 6. Evolu t ion of R, H ,= .I, and H ,= .T a long the beac h profile (run
3).

Figure 7. Evolut ion of R, H ,= .I' and H ,= .T a long th e beach profile (ru n
5).

predictive model reproduces th e overall behavior of H,ms.T
fairly well, but does not match th e oscillating pattern. Again
the evolution of R(x ) is adequately predicted by the present
method.

start to break (h b ) and where th e contribution to the proces s
of wave reflection is negligible (h n ). These two conditions may
be matched by depths h. ; > 1.5 H m ax and hn > 1 /4 L p •
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predicted
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CONCLUSIONS

A model which predicts dissipati on due to breaking and
reflection of random waves on a beach is pre sented. The evo
lution of the incident and total H,ms and the local reflection
coefficient, R, is computed . Two initial conditions are needed:
the incident H,ms and th e overall beach reflection coefficient.
The expected value of th e wave breaking dissipati on is esti 
mated following BJ. For the non-barred beach profiles, th e
value of th e breaking parameter up proposed by BJ is used.
For barred beach profiles, u p has to be decreased about 40
percent over the bar. The bed return flow seems to induce
wave breaking in deep er depths.

The hypothesis th at reflection may be cons idered to be a
linear process, dependent only on the local profile geometry
(slope and water depth variat ion) and wave period, provides
a good estimation of th e local rate of reflected energy flux.
The local contribution to the reflected flux of wave energy
may be obtained by modeling the beach profile with a series
of ste ps or transitions and applying linear theory to each of
th em. For random waves, the expected value of th e reflected
flux of wave energy per unit area may be obtai ned by apply
ing the above hypoth esis to th e non-breaking waves only.
Model compariso n to data measu red in th e SUPERTANK
project show good prediction results.

Th e predictive model confirms th e results obtained by BA
Q U ERIZO et al. (1996) th at the local reflection coefficient, R ,
grows toward the shoreline . An overall beach reflection co
efficient may be defined offshore of th e depth where waves

J ourn al of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1998
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o RESUMEN 0
Se presenta un modelo para predecir la reflexi6n del oleaje en playas, incluyendo la disipaci6n producida por la rotura. EI modelo calcula el coeficiente de reflexion
local y la altura de ola de los trenes incidente y tota l. Se necesitan dos condiciones iniciales: la H,m. del tren incidente y el coeficiente de reflexidn en un punto
alejado de la costa. La disipaci6n media producida por la rotura se estima siguiendo a BATIJES y JANSSEN, 1978. El flujomedio de energia reflejada por unidad de
area de perfil de playa se obtiene bajo las hip6tesis: (I ) la reflexi6n puede considerarse un proceso lineal que depcnde unicarn ente de la geometrfa local del perfily
del periodo del oleaje y (2) s610 las olas que no han roto contribuyen al flujo de energia reflejada. EI modelo se aplica can los datos medidos durante el Proyecto
SUPERTANK. Los resultados se comparan can los par ametros del oleaje medidos yea n el coeficiente de reflexi6n estimado por tres metodos diferentes. EI ajuste es
bueno tanto para perfiles can barra como sin ella. Se demuestra que el coeficiente de reflexion local evoluciona a 10 largo del perfil de playa. Puede definirse un
coeficiente de reflexion total de la playa en un punto alejado de la posicion en la cual las olas empiezan a romper y donde la contribucion al proceso de la reflexion
es despreciable.

The solution to this problem is given elsewhere (LOSADA
1991, GONZALEZ 1995),

where ~h is the height of the ste p.

APPENDIX I. UNEAR WAVE PROPAGATION ON A
STEP

Predictions of the function VR for a single step is based on
wave propagation using the velocity potential function as fol
lows (see Figure AI ),

a2<1J, a<IJ i O < z <h i = 1,2 (AI)-+ - = 0
ax 2 az2

a<IJ CT2

---! + - <IJ = 0 z = 0 t = 1, 2 (A2)
az g '

a<IJ
---! = 0 Z = - hi ! = 1 (A3)
az

a<IJ,
- = 0
ax

a<IJ , = a<IJ 2

ax ax
- h , + I1h < z < 0;

- h , + I1h < z < O.

x = 0

x = 0

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

Figure A1. Configura tion of the problem for each step .

where tr = (2TdT), T = wave period, and the coordinate sys
tem is fixed on the SWL, with z pointing positi ve upward .
The syste m of equations can be applied to th e upstream (i =
1) x < 0, and downstream region (i = 2) x > O.

At the step, x = 0, matching conditions must be applied,
specifying the conti nuity of velocity an d pressur e at the st ep
interface, x = 0:

Region 2

- - h
2
1¢ 2

Region I
A- -

I
¢ ] I hi

I
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<J> = I (Z)e-,k ux + '" R I e,k,. >I 11 LJ n i n
11""1

Baqu erizo, Losad a and Sm ith

(A 7)
(27Tfn)2 = gk intanh. kinhi (A 10)

wher e R, a nd T; are the reflect ed and tran smitted coeffi
cients and,

(\> = '" I (z)T e - ,k, . x2 LJ 2n n
n =1

I = _-_ig__co_s_h_k-:;;in,-(h_ +_z_)
on 27Tfn cosh konh

i = 1,2.

(A 8)

(A 9)

respectively. Notic e that because of the line ar charac ter of
the probl em , the incident wave train is assumed to have unit
a mplit ude, without loss of generality.

Th e sys te m of equat ions establishe d using the matching
condit ions may be solved numerically by truncating each of
the infinite sums (A7) and (A9) to order N. A scattering ma
trix of (2N + 2) X (2N + 2) is obtaine d which can be solved
by standard subroutines.

Next, t he fun ction VR can be evaluated by:

Th e indic es n = 1 and n > 1 corr espond to th e real , k i l ,

and imaginary roots , k in, of the dispersion equation,

R
1
2

VR = ax (All )
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